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Iraqi forces find bomb factory, tunnels on long road to Mosul
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Khazer (Iraq): Iraqi forces, fighting against Islamic States militant to recapture Mosul, have explored a network of
tunnels and uncovered a bomb-making facility in a village near Mosul. 

 Iraq's elite counterterrorism force inspects a tunnel made by ISIS in Bartella.
 
 The village was recently retaken from the terror group. The latest development offers a glimpse of the challenge they
will face as they move closer to the countryâ€™s second-largest city.
 
 The extremists captured Mosul in a matter of days in 2014, and have had more than two years to build up its defenses
and brutally root out any internal opposition. The operation to retake the northern city is expected to take weeks, if not
months.
 
 Ten days into the offensive, the special forces are still at least 4 miles (6 kilometers) east of the city and have faced stiff
resistance, with IS firing mortars and machine guns, and sending armored suicide truck bombs trundling across the arid
plains.
 
 Iraqi forces approaching Mosul from the south, meanwhile, are still 20 miles (35 kilometers) from the city, and the
special forces to the east said they will not push ahead until the other forces are able to tighten the noose.
 
 Iraqi Army Maj. Gen. Najim al-Jabori said that forces south of Mosul retook the town of Staff al-Tut in the Tigris River
valley on Wednesday, and local tribal and militia forces have been deployed to protect the gains.
 
 â€œThe operation has not been stopped and is proceeding as planned,â€• special forces Brig. Gen. Haider Fadhil said.
 
 During cleanup operations in the area of Tob Zawa, his men found a tire shop that had been converted into a factory for
making roadside bombs and attaching armor to vehicles. They also found a tunnel equipped with fans and lights that ran
from beneath a mosque out to a road. Iraqi forces have found extensive tunneling networks in areas retaken from IS,
which the militants used to elude U.S.-led coalition warplanes.
 
 Many fear IS may resort to more brutal tactics as the forces converge on the city, which is still home to more than a
million people.
 
 The U.N.'s public health agency says it has trained 90 Iraqi medics in "mass casualty management," with a special
focus on chemical attacks. The extremist group is believed to have crude chemical weapons capabilities, and Iraqi
forces say they are prepared to encounter them on the battlefield.
 
 
 Over seven lakh people expected to flee Mosul: WHO
 
 The World Health Organization said that of the 700,000 people expected to flee Mosul, some 200,000 will require
emergency health services, including more than 90,000 children needing vaccinations and 8,000 pregnant women.
 
 The International Organization for Migration says around 9,000 people have fled so far. It's a relatively small number,
but until now, the battles have taken place in small farming communities that were mostly abandoned.
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 The United Nations' refugee agency is shipping tents, blankets and other aid from the United Arab Emirates to northern
Iraq to help those affected by the military campaign. Soliman Mohamed Daud, a senior UNHCR supply officer, told The
Associated Press that 7,000 units of the relief aid will be sent to northern Iraq starting Thursday.
 
 The Mosul offensive is the largest Iraqi military operation since the 2003 U.S.-led invasion, and involves more than
25,000 Iraqi soldiers, federal police, Kurdish forces, Sunni tribal fighters and state-sanctioned Shiite militias.
 
 It marks the first time that Iraq's largely autonomous Kurdish region has allowed federal forces to operate in its territory
since the overthrow of Saddam Hussein, but the two sides remain deeply divided over the boundaries of the Kurdish
region and the sharing of the country's oil wealth.
 
 Ammar al-Hakim, the Shiite cleric who leads Iraq's largest parliamentary bloc, visited a staging area near Mosul on
Thursday and held a joint news conference with Kurdish leader Masoud Barzani, hailing their alliance against IS.
 
 "There's no doubt that this great security and military cooperation will be an important beginning and a window to
address all the pending issues," al-Hakim said. "The liberation of Mosul will be the beginning of a new Iraqi reality, with
more cooperation."
 
 
 
 - With AP Inputs 
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